Simulation-based optimization is a useful tool in the design of complex engineering products. Simulation models are used to capture numerous aspects of the design problem for the objective function. Optimization results obtained can be assessed from various perspectives. In this study, component and control optimization of a series hydraulic hybrid vehicle is used as an application, and different robustness and performance aspects are evaluated. Owing to relatively high computational loads, efficient optimization algorithms are important to provide sufficient quality of results at reasonable computational costs. To estimate problem complexity and evaluate optimization algorithm performance, the definitions for information entropy and the related performance index are extended. The insights gained from various simulation-based optimization experiments and their subsequent analysis help characterize the efficiency of the optimization problem formulation and parameterization, as well as optimization algorithm selection with respect to parallel computation capabilities for further development of the model and optimization framework.
Introduction
The design of complex products is increasingly based on, or supported by, modelling and simulation, for example already in the early design stages to explore design alternatives. This is often aided by numerical optimization to explore either entire systems or sub-aspects in the design process. In the case of vehicular technology, and hybrid vehicle applications in particular, this typically addresses the optimal control of a transmission. In a hybrid transmission, the control decision at the highest level concerns how a given power demand is satisfied by multiple power sources. But optimization can also serve to explore wider design problems and potentially include component sizing, topology and technology choices, all of which require coordination and harmonization, and increase the complexity of the design problem.
This study analyses an hydraulic hybrid vehicle transmission design problem, addressing component sizing and the simultaneous tuning of a rule-based supervisory drivetrain control strategy. Results obtained through optimization can be analysed from a number of different perspectives (see Figure 1 for examples). Three such analyses will be conducted for the design case. Owing to the computational load of the simulation-based approach used here, efficient optimization methods are needed. Performance evaluation for algorithms is not straightforward, as accuracy and reliability in finding a solution as well as the associated costs of the evaluation (time, load) need to be addressed. Initially, the model is optimized with the sequential direct search algorithm Complex-RF (Krus and Andersson 2003) . To make use of computers' capability for parallel operation in order to decrease the computational cost, Braun and Krus (2017) introduced parallelization approaches for the Complex-RF algorithm, and tested these for problems of limited extent. Their performance is now evaluated for the more complex hybrid vehicle design problem, and compared to evolutionary algorithms, illustrating some challenges this particular problem poses. A performance measure is presented which extends the information entropy-rate-based performance index (Krus and Ölvander 2013) to evaluate solutions with limited solution accuracy.
Model-based design optimization is often an iterative process, and initial results can indicate limitations as well as potential improvements for the formulation and parameterization of the design problem. Here, an ad hoc design space is evaluated. Its expansion by considering additional design parameters shows both the associated potential and challenges, and gives further insight into the problem at hand. Post-optimization analysis aids further in the interpretation of the results. Studying the robustness of the solutions towards variations in the design parameters gives insight into the optimization problem formulation and framework set-up.
Background

Series Hydraulic Hybrid Vehicle (SHHV) transmissions
An hydraulic hybrid drivetrain adds hydraulic energy storage and power-converting components to a traditional, typically combustion-engine-based, transmission in order to modulate the engine load and to allow energy recuperation, ideally leading to improved fuel efficiency and lower emissions. In contrast to its electric counterpart, fluid power technology is characterized through a higher power density and lower energy density, making hydraulic hybridization particularly interesting for applications with high power transients, and additionally for vehicles and machines with existing hydraulic circuits (such as forest and construction machinery or refuse trucks) (Stelson et al. 2008) .
Three main architectures (topologies) are distinguished for the arrangement of the hybrid technology: series, parallel and power-split (series-parallel) hybrids differ in terms of general power transmission layout, and consequently efficiency potential, combustion-engine (prime-mover) operatingpoint flexibility and design complexity. The series architecture as utilized in this example is characterized by the fact that prime-mover and vehicle speed can be decoupled entirely through a continuously variable hybrid hydraulic transmission. This, however, comes at the cost of the loss of a highly efficient mechanical link between prime mover and vehicle. Typically, this architecture benefits most from usage profiles that include frequent start/stop scenarios, often coupled with limited maximum velocity (Silvas et al. 2017) , but has been studied for passenger and light-duty vehicles as well.
The main components of a series hydraulic hybrid transmission consist of an hydraulic accumulator for energy storage, mostly realized through the compression of nitrogen gas, an hydraulic pump driven by a combustion engine for power generation and an hydraulic pump/motor for vehicle propulsion as well as brake energy recuperation for storage in the accumulator. The interplay of these components to fulfil power demands is addressed through a supervisory control strategy and then realized on the component level through lower-level control. General control concepts for an SHHV range from simple rule-based approaches to globally optimal control sequences for given driving scenarios as well as advanced, but more generalized, concepts derived from the latter (Karbaschian and Söffker 2014) .
Design optimization for (S)HHV
Optimization of hybrid transmissions can address various levels of the design, from solely optimal control to the inclusion of component sizing, and an extension to technology and topology considerations, though optimization frameworks are typically limited to the first two (Silvas et al. 2017) . Regarding the general combined optimization of plant and controller, Reyer (2000) distinguishes between the sequential, iterative, bi-level (nested) and simultaneous approaches. All of these strategies have been applied to electric hybrid transmissions, often extensively, and for numerous applications, using various optimization algorithms and different topologies-see Silvas et al. (2017) for an overview.
Fewer examples of combined optimization can be found for hydraulic hybrid transmissions. Filipi et al. (2004) use a sequential approach with possible conceptual iterations for the optimization of a parallel hydraulic hybrid medium-sized truck for on-and off-road use. The component optimization is thereby a simultaneous component and rule-based control strategy optimization via sequential quadratic programming, looped with control optimization through dynamic programming. This was also applied as two separate sequential steps by Kim (2008) to a light truck with different topologies. The approaches illustrate a limitation of the simultaneous optimization strategy (for any technology), viz. that suboptimal rule-based control strategies are needed to limit problem complexity-see Fathy et al. (2001) for a discussion. Simultaneous optimization approaches are also used by Sun (2010) and Liu and Ju (2010) for series and parallel hydraulic hybrids, treating the design as a multi-objective optimization problem with a-priori determined weighting factors.
Cheong, Li, and Chase (2011) apply a bi-level optimization approach to the design of a power-split hydraulic hybrid compact vehicle using the Nelder-Mead algorithm for transmission parameterization, and the Lagrange multiplier method to solve the control problem. Similarly, Moulik, Karbaschian, and Söffker (2013) use a combination of a genetic algorithm and simulated annealing to optimize a series hydraulic hybrid drivetrain.
The approach taken here applies simultaneous optimization to an SHHV, but aims to explore the optimization framework and problem more deeply, and focuses on derivative-free algorithms.
Optimization framework
For the simulation-based optimization of an SHHV's component sizes and basic controller parameters, a Hopsan-based optimization framework has been set up. Hopsan is an open-source, multidisciplinary simulation tool developed at Linköping University with particular focus on fluid power simulation (Axin et al. 2010) . The software's command line interface and built-in optimization module can easily be used in combination with a Linux-based computer cluster (Nordin, Braun, and Krus 2015) for parallel execution of a large number of experiments.
Design problem
The forward-facing SHHV transmission model (Figure 2 , see Baer [2018] for more details) consists of a diesel engine driving an hydraulic pump, an hydraulic accumulator without designated inlet control valve, and an hydraulic pump/motor connected directly to the vehicle's final drive. The vehicle load is modelled considering inertial mass acceleration, road load from friction and aerodynamic drag. Component efficiency for the combustion engine and the hydraulic pump and pump/motors is implemented as a Brake Specific Fuel Consumption map and pressure-, rotationalspeed-and displacement-setting-dependent efficiency models (Rydberg 1983) , respectively. The accumulator heat losses are calculated from heat transfer through the accumulator shell and using the Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state for the compressed gas.
To address the effects of component size variation, scaling relationships for the different component types are derived from off-the-shelf component data. First and foremost the component mass is considered, but also machine speed limits, inertia of movable parts, and accumulator surface area. A maximum system pressure of 45 MPa is assumed. The diesel engine speed range is considered to be constant and matched to that of the hydraulic pump through a lossless gear.
The general supervisory control strategy is a rule-based one, similar to that of Kim and Filipi (2007) : based on the current accumulator State-of-Charge (SoC), different engine operation points are targeted. Between the pressure limits p low and p high , the engine is operated at a predefined speed, here aiming at the engine's peak efficiency. If the system pressure falls below p low , high power output of the engine is favoured over efficient operation. Once the upper pressure limit is reached, the engine is switched off or set to idle, depending on the current vehicle speed, to maintain an energy recuperation reserve. This basic control is refined further with speed-and acceleration-dependent adjustments.
The hydraulic pump/motor's displacement setting is controlled via a simple PI-controller in order for the vehicle to follow a prescribed speed profile. This is overruled when operating at the component's speed limit, or when the discrepancy between flow demand and replenishment becomes too large, reducing the displacement setting to prevent component or system failure. The combustion engine is speed-controlled, with smooth transition between the system-pressure-based stationary operating points. For the hydraulic pump, highly efficient full-displacement operation is targeted unless the load would cause the engine to stall or exceed fuel-efficient engine operation.
The example application considered in this study is a light-duty truck, with an initial kerb weight of 1800 kg (considering a default-size engine) and a gross weight of 3500 kg. Its fuel consumption is evaluated over a standard drive cycle, the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (UDDS), for a halfloaded vehicle. Additional performance requirements to ensure increased driveability are evaluated by simulation under optimal conditions (i.e. without load and with a fully charged accumulator).
Optimization problem formulation
For the purposes of this study, the typically multi-faceted design problem has been reduced to a singleobjective optimization problem with focus on the fuel consumption FC(x) of an SHHV transmission over the UDDS, including an approximate fuel consumption for engine starts, and translating the difference in accumulator charge at the start, assumed to be zero, and end of the drive cycle into an equivalent amount of fuel. Additional objectives may include vehicle emissions, cost and packaging considerations, unbound performance targets, etc., but would require a definition of trade-offs and preferences.
Owing to the forward-facing nature of the simulation model, tracing of the drive cycle is not guaranteed (Mohan, Assadian, and Longo 2013) , but captured through the ARVD measure, which is defined as
where v ref (t) and v veh (t) refer to reference and actual vehicle speeds, respectively, and x cycle is the total distance covered by the drive cycle. This driveability target, along with other constraints (Table 1) , are implemented as penalized constraints P l (x). In the case of the driving-related requirements, farther deviation from target values is penalized additionally. The penalties c P,l exceed the drive cycle fuel consumption, ensuring solutions not violating any constraint. The general form of the optimization problem is given as follows:
subject to
Optimization algorithm
The system is initially optimized using the derivative-free, direct search method Complex-RF. The method is based on Box's (1965) constrained simplex (complex) method, which is sequential in nature. The algorithm evaluates a number of search points, which to begin with are randomly distributed. In an optimization iteration, the worst point is to be replaced by its own reflection through the centroid of the remaining points. If it remains the worst point, it is step-wise moved towards the centroid, and in turn to the best value should the centroid be worse than the evaluated points (Guin 1968) in the following iterations. The RF-variant of the complex algorithm used here includes the extension with a randomization element β as well as a forgetting factor γ that favours recently updated points over older results (Krus and Andersson 2003) .
Variants of the complex algorithm have previously been used for a range of design problems, such as hydrostatic transmission control (Rydberg 1983) , industrial robots (Pettersson and Ölvan-der 2009 ) and aircraft systems (Ölvander and Krus 2006) . Different implementations have been compared to other optimization algorithms for analytical functions and simulation-based case studies-e.g. Fellini (1998) , Ölvander and Krus (2006) . The algorithm is considered to be simple to use, more robust than gradient-based methods especially for noisy functions, and at the same time less computationally demanding than evolutionary optimization methods.
The algorithm parameters are set largely in accordance with the values used by Braun and Krus (2017) (Table 2) , where the number of search points and the reflection factor follow Box's (1965) recommendations. The forgetting factor used is slightly higher; as a result, the optimization parameter set comes closer to that found through meta-optimization by Krus and Ölvander (2013) for a set of three test functions. In comparison, the SHHV design problem is considerably more complex, thus extending the range of test cases for these particular optimization parameters.
Information entropy-rate-based performance index
Performance measures for optimization algorithms need to address how well an algorithm can find the true optimum of a given problem, within which tolerances, and what computational effort it takes, expressed for example in wall clock or CPU time, optimization iterations or (objective) function evaluations (Reklaitis, Ravindran, and Ragsdell 1983) . The (information) entropy-rate-based performance index (ERI) (Krus and Ölvander 2013) interprets the design optimization process as an information-gathering process with the goal of reducing uncertainty in design parameters, and is based on Shannon's information theory (Shannon 1948 ).
Shannon's definition of information entropy for continuous signals employs the probability density function p(x) of a variable x. Relating p(x) to another distribution m(x) yields the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler 1951 ) from the distribution m(x), resulting in the dimensionless relative information entropy H rel ,
which is a measure of the information (in bit) and quantifies how much of it is gained when a random variable x is reduced from distribution m(x) to p(x). If a variable has a rectangular distribution for m(x) in the interval [x min , x max ], Equation (3) can be rewritten with x R = x max − x min as
or generalized for an n-dimensional design space D ∈ IR n of size S as
where H x denotes the relative information entropy related to a rectangular distribution. After completion of the optimization, the spread in design parameter
x is then
where δ x,i describes the actual contraction in variable x i , whereas ε x (= ε x,i for all i) is the targeted contraction. An ERI-measure that can be used to track progress in optimization relates the relative entropy H
(1) x to the computational effort required and is represented by Equation (7):
where N m can be the average number of function evaluations from m optimizations, N m,FE , required to reach the target convergence and thus target information entropy as a representation of the total computational load. Alternatively, parallel execution of function evaluations can be considered for the performance index through the number of optimization algorithm iterations (generations), N m,IT . For illustrative purposes, both interpretations will be maintained and the performance index differentiated as FE (in bit/fe) and IT (in bit/it), respectively. The definition of the weighted performance index (2) additionally considers the probability P opt of an algorithm leading to the global optimum or succeeding within a threshold of the said optimum of an optimization problem:
Initial design optimization
Baseline optimization
Initially, the SHHV design is characterized by nine component and controller parameters (Table 3) and optimized with the sequential Complex-RF algorithm. The design parameters cover the main components of the transmission and the static SoC pressure limits for the supervisory control. With J FW , p split and q ref , three additional parameters ensuring the operability of the system are included. Sizing and tuning them based on assumptions would be expected to limit the (feasible) design space artificially.
For the optimization, all parameters are normalized relative to the corresponding parameter range and interpreted as continuously variable. An optimization is run for a maximum of 4000 iterations, or aborted if a parameter convergence ε x is reached for all parameters.
where x i,R = x i,max − x i,min denotes the parameter range. x i describes the spread in a design parameter x i within the complex, thus making δ x,i equivalent to the uncertainty in this parameter.
Owing to stochastic elements in the optimization algorithm (starting points, randomness introduced), the optimization is conducted multiple times to increase the probability of finding the problem's optimal solution. Figure 3 displays the evolution of the fuel consumption throughout the drive cycle for the best parameter set obtained in the baseline optimization. The results of 30 independent Complex-RF optimizations (Figure 4 ) illustrate the spread in both optimization objective function and parameter values. While all designs' fuel consumption is within less than 10% of the best solution found, there is considerable variation in some parameters, especially the less central ones included (J FW , p split and q ref ). The static lower SoC limit pressure, p low , is the only parameter at the limit of its range, which is due to the dynamic adaptation of the control parameter with the requested vehicle speed in the system. A further extension of the parameter range is not permissible owing to the operating conditions of the hydraulic accumulator. Consequently, p low could be omitted as a design parameter, but will be retained here. Next to this control parameter, the pump/motor and the diesel engine are also similarly dimensioned for all designs. It should be noted that no two exactly identical solutions were found, although many achieved comparable fuel consumption while satisfying the performance requirements.
Evaluation of optimization algorithm performance
Figure 4 also illustrates the difficulty for an optimization to end on the (perceived) global optimum. For the weighted performance index (2) 's information entropy H (2) x , an arbitrarily-set cut-off criterion needs to be applied to determine the success rate P opt of the optimization algorithm (see Figure 5 for the effects). Instead, the performance index can also be determined from a total design entropy composed of each optimization's contribution H x,j . In itself, a sub-optimally converged optimization has a maximum uncertainty range of ε x for each parameter. In relation to the best result, however, the uncertainty for every parameter is increased to its distance from the best solution's value. Consequently, an optimization j = j * , where j * is the optimization yielding the best objective function value, is to contribute less to the total information entropy H x (see Figure 6 ). When all m optimizations are considered, the information entropy can then be defined as 
x as a function of the maximum deviation of an optimum f (x) j from the baseline's local optimum f (x) j * , j * = j, for an optimization j to be considered successful. This general definition assumes x i,j * to be located in the centre of
which is not guaranteed but of limited consequence.
The corresponding performance index becomes
While this entropy definition expresses and penalizes the diverseness of design parameters in results obtained from multiple optimization runs, it does not address the actual objective function value spread. Figure 7 , however, illustrates that, for the presented optimization problem, H x,j is a promising approach, as the optimizations converge to only one solution. For a comparison of the spread in optimization results, or how closely an optimization's result comes to the optimum found, an equivalent to the entropy in design parameters can be defined for the objective function, H y :
where H y,j is the output-side information entropy of an optimization j's result, and f (x) j * and f (x) j refer to the best objective function value and the one obtained in optimization j, respectively. Similarly to Equation (10), H y,j requires a definition for j * = j. Without a convergence criterion for the objective function value, the remaining uncertainty is then considered equal to that in the next-best, nonidentical result. The introduction of an equivalent limit to ε x is also conceivable but not used here.
Both H x,j and H y,j can be defined relative to the optimum found for a given set of optimizations as an initial estimate (locally) and relative to the global optimum found over a number of different algorithms and experimental set-ups. IT ) converge, respectively, over a number of optimizations.
Optimization result analyses
Performance of parallelizable optimization algorithms
The sequential nature of the Complex-RF algorithm means that the parallelization capabilities of computers can only be used to a limited extent, namely on the modelling level, but not for the optimization itself. Braun and Krus (2017) present the following three main approaches for introducing parallelization in the Complex-RF algorithm (Complex-RFP).
• Multi-direction search. While the sequential algorithm only considers replacing the worst point of the complex with a reflection of itself through the centroid of the remaining points, it is conceivable to also evaluate the second-, third-, etc. worst point in parallel, again reflected through the centroid.
• Multi-distance search. Instead of a fixed factor α for reflecting the worst point in the complex through the centroid of the remaining points, several reflections with varying distances are considered simultaneously. It is possible to include under-reflections (α < 1.0) and reverse-reflections (α < 0.0), even though they conflict with fundamental principles of the algorithm.
• Task prediction. In a speculative manner, future reflections, retractions or a combination of both can be anticipated and evaluated in parallel. If the initial reflection succeeds, one or more successive steps have already been evaluated. Braun and Krus (2017) provide experimentally derived suggestions for the distribution of predicted reflections and retractions for combined consideration and with a high degree of parallelization.
Implementations of the Complex-RFP modifications were previously tested for performance on a sphere function, Rosenbrock's function with five variables, and a simulation model for an hydraulic linear position servo (Braun and Krus 2017) . SHHV optimization with nine parameters is comparable in problem dimensionality to that of the hydraulic servo, but with a considerably larger model, thus illustrating a different test case. The baseline experiment is repeated with different Complex-RFP parallelization strategies and two and four parallel threads. For comparison, the following three evolutionary algorithms are included (see Table 4 for the algorithm parameters).
• From the reference example (Braun and Krus 2017) , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is repeated with parameterization based on Schutte and Groenwold (2005) and linearly decreasing inertias (Shi and Eberhart 1998) , here within 1000 iterations.
• An adaptive variant of differential evolution (Success-History-based Adaptive Differential Evolution, SHADE) with linear population size reduction (L-SHADE) (Tanabe and Fukunaga 2014) is implemented. Tuned control parameters remain unchanged, whereas the population size is scaled relative to the equivalent number of algorithm iterations instead of function evaluations.
• The Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) (Hansen and Kern 2004), used here without restarts for comparability, requires no parameterization beyond the population size.
L-SHADE performed well at the Special Session & Competition on Real-Parameter Single Objective Optimization, CEC-2014 (as stated at http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/epnsugan/index_files/cec 2014/cec2014.htm), whereas CMA-ES was the base for successful entries in the 2005 and 2013 editions of the competition (García et al. 2009; Tanabe and Fukunaga 2014) .
The optimization with any algorithm and parameterization is conducted 30 times independently. Termination criteria for all algorithms are convergence in parameter values (Equation (9)) or maximum number of iterations. The performance of each set of optimizations is evaluated based on Equations (10), (11) and (12) relative to the global optimum found over all experiments (Table 5) . This global optimum results from a PSO run. A total of four optimizations (three PSO, one L-SHADE) fail to converge in parameter values within the maximum number of iterations stipulated.
The results show that, also for the optimization of a highly complex simulation model, parallelization of the Complex-RF algorithm can lead to better iteration-based performance while mostly maintaining or even improving on the quality of the results obtained in the baseline case. The effect is expected to increase with even higher degrees of parallelization (based on Braun and Krus 2017). The PSO yields the most converged parameters (H
x ), whereas L-SHADE optimizations deliver the most consistent objective function values (H y ; this becomes even more evident with the local definition of H y ). For both algorithms,
IT is lower than for Complex-RF(P) variants, in particular owing to those experiments failing to converge. This trade-off is further emphasized when considering (3) FE for all algorithms: faster convergence comes at the cost of lower output-side entropy, i.e. increased spread and more frequent convergence on sub-optimal solutions. While the sequential Complex-RF performs best here, it does not utilize the parallel capabilities of computers. With sufficient parallel capabilities available, CMA-ES yields promising results, with higher convergence in design parameters and objective function than Complex-RF(P) variants, and the highest
IT recorded from the experiments. Table 5 . Input-side performance indices and output-side entropy for different optimization algorithms and degrees of parallelization (relative to the global optimum). Further statistical considerations beyond the aggregated information entropy-based measures can be found in the Online Supplemental Data.
Extension of problem dimensionality
The baseline optimization addresses a set of nine parameters, viz. the main components' sizes, major control strategy parameters, and three parameters connected to one or more of the other six. There are multiple additional parameters related to high-and low-level control that are initially set ad hoc and not considered in an optimization to limit the dimensionality and thus computational load of the design optimization. Figure 9 contains the results obtained for larger design parameter sets, including four and seven additional parameters, CP1 to CP7, all fine-tuning control aspects of the SHHV. The maximum number of iterations permitted, N m,IT,max , was increased to 7000 owing to the increased design space. Relative to the optimum obtained with the initial nine parameters, both experiments find improved solutions. Many of the new parameters introduced as well as the objective function value show a large spread, however, indicating an increasingly complex optimization problem to solve. The two parameters deviating most from the ad hoc values (CP3, CP4) both modulate the lower SoC limit p low for the control, thus possibly explaining the consequently affected parameter p high 's larger spread.
The increased complexity of the design problem can also be observed in the performance index and output-side entropy for the higher-dimensionality experiments (Table 6 ). Both are lowered compared to the baseline optimization. The most improved solution found in the 16-parameter-case results in a larger spread of solutions, thus a lowered H y .
Sensitivity analysis in design parameters for baseline optimization
More information on the solutions found through optimization can be gained by analysing their robustness towards variations in the design parameters. In a realized design this may be warranted by lower precision for signals and typically discretely available component sizes. Here, the focus is on small variations (±0.1% of the absolute parameter value). Primarily, the results are expected to show the impact of the various penalties, as suggested by the variety of local optima identified by the optimization algorithm.
The effect of small variations in a parameter x i on a system characteristic y k can be captured through the normalized sensitivity k 0 ik :
Normalization of the sensitivity with the nominal design point obtained through optimization (x i , y k ) yields a dimensionless property and eliminates distortion if design parameter and system characteristic differ substantially in order of magnitude. The coefficient can be interpreted as the slope of the system characteristic as a function of the design parameter around the design point. Figure 10 contains the results of a sensitivity analysis for all parameters and all final designs of the baseline optimization. The objective function results are divided into the fuel consumption and additional penalties to distinguish between the consequences of parameter variations better. On average, the fuel consumption is affected most by variations in diesel engine and hydraulic accumulator size, a narrower (static) SoC band for efficient engine operation or smaller hydraulic pump/motor. Those parameters already characterized by a wider spread between different optimized designs demonstrate an overall lower impact on the fuel consumption. In single cases, an actual fuel consumption improvement can be discerned. This, however, is typically connected to a penalized constraint violation. For a more detailed look at the constraints affected, see the Online Supplemental Data.
Larger variations than addressed in the sensitivity analysis so far might be required and it can furthermore be of interest to consider more than one variation point. A parameter sweep for every design parameter individually for the best design obtained in the baseline optimization (Figure 11 ) gives more insight into the parameters' impact. While for a number of parameters any variation triggers penalties (such as the hydraulic machines' displacements), for others the design is fairly robust for variations in one direction or within a small interval. The objective function is quite insensitive to modulations of p split , and a decrease in installed flywheel inertia can even yield further improvement. This indicates that the optimization algorithm has not been capable of picking up this particular path for improvement in an apparently flat region of the objective function-see a similar observation in Krus and Ölvander's (2013) meta-optimization. Figure 11 also illustrates how, for certain parameters, a (local) optimum can be difficult to find when wedged between constraints, here p high . p low is the only design parameter reaching its specified parameter limit, and not evaluated beyond this.
Discussion
The simulation-based optimization of components and control aspects of an SHHV as presented here proves to be a challenging optimization problem, with many local optima found as a result of various, often performance-related, constraints. Additionally, the required number of simulations results in a considerable cumulative computational load. Parallelization of the direct search Complex-RF algorithm yields desired performance improvements over the sequential approach when parallel computation is possible (
IT ). However, no clearly preferable parallelization method was identified due to a trade-off between quality of results (H (3)
x and H y ) and performance. In comparison, evolutionary algorithms yield better results, but a sufficiently powerful parallel computational architecture is required for acceptable end-user performance (see Meta-optimization of any optimization algorithm applied to the problem at hand has not been addressed. Where one of the Complex-RF parameters deviates from the reference case- Braun and Krus (2017) , with forgetting factor γ = 0.3 instead of 0.1-it follows previous meta-optimization results for various test functions (Krus and Ölvander 2013) : an increased forgetting factor aids in addressing noise in the objective function. Repeating the baseline experiment with variations of β ( Table 7) does not yield stark differences.
Parameterization aspects, especially parameter selection and range as well as target uncertainty, impact both the optimization performance and the solutions found. For the given problem, a number of lower-level control parameters are beneficial to include for an improved SHHV design, but optimization yields large spreads for these parameters. In contrast, the sensitivity analysis results indicate that an entirely simultaneous component and control optimization leads to highly sensitive parameter constellations, especially with respect to component size variations. The designs obtained may prove to lack robustness towards both slight usage variations and ultimately physical implementations. All results presented here were obtained for optimization over the UDDS. The consideration of alternative and additional driving schedules affects the designs (Baer 2018 ) and may impact the optimization algorithm performance as well. Beyond the scope of the model in this study, additional design modifications can be of interest in a comparative design optimization process as well.
Enhancements of the design framework may comprise a more robust problem definition, a more comprehensive parameterization, possibly including more aggregated design variables taking correlations between modelled parameters into account, the inclusion of discrete design variables (for both individual components and design alternatives), and nested design approaches to fine-tune secondary design parameters.
Conclusions
A simulation-based design optimization framework for an hydraulic hybrid vehicle transmission's components and main control parameters was presented. The design problem has proven to be challenging for optimization as the simulation-based formulation in combination with various design constraints leads to a noisy objective function with numerous local optima.
The information entropy definition for optimization algorithms was modified accordingly to capture close-to-optimal solutions in more detail, and applied to both optimization parameters and results. Entropy-rate-based performance indices were used to express the performance of alternative optimization algorithms in scalar values. Depending on the intended focus, the index considers either the total or the parallelized computational load. Between the sequential Complex-RF and highly parallelized but computationally heavy evolutionary optimization methods, parallelized Complex-RFP variants can offer a promising compromise that makes use of limited parallel computing capabilities.
Problem formulation considerations and the analysis of optimization results illustrate how for the problem parameterization the trade-off between solution quality and optimization performance poses a major challenge in the simultaneous component and control optimization of an SHHV. While its results are too sensitive to apply directly to a design, the approach can serve to illustrate design limitations and possibilities beyond engineering intuition.
